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Abstract. Let R be a commutative noetherian graded ring. In RŒY1; : : : ;Ym we consider the
linear forms ai D
Pm
jD1 aj iYj , 1  i  n, with aj i homogeneous elements of R. We state a
necessary and sufficient condition, in terms of grades of the determinantal ideals of the matrix
AD .aj i /, for the ideal .a1; : : : ;an/ to be a complete intersection of grade n inRŒY1; : : : ;Ym.
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INTRODUCTION
Let R be a commutative noetherian ring with unit. In [1] the author considered
relation ideals of symmetric algebras of finitely generated R-modules and stated a
condition to be a complete intersection. If R is a graded ring, similar properties can
be established and studied. Definitions and results are inspired by the results known
in the not graded case, however it is interesting to establish them in the graduate case.
In fact, for the graded algebras good properties can be determined, as in the local case
([2–4]).
Let E be a finitely generated R-module and SymR.E/D
L1
tD0Symt .E/ be its
symmetric algebra. It is known that the symmetric algebra SymR.E/ has a present-
ation RŒY1; : : : ;Ym=J , where m is the number of the generators of E and J is the
relation ideal generated by the linear forms ai DPmjD1aj iYj , 1 i  n in the varia-
bles Y1; : : : ;Ym. Theoretical properties of SymR.E/ (such as integrity, regularity,
to be Cohen-Macaulay, Gorenstein) were studied by various authors. For a finitely
generated module E this topic developed and culminated in the study of approxima-
tion complex of E. For best results the projective resolution of E can be examined,
when it is finite. In particular, Avramov studied theoretic properties of SymR.E/ in
terms of a condition on Fitting ideals of E, when the projective dimension of E is
 1, and stated a condition for the presentation ideal of SymR.E/ to be a complete
intersection.
The aim of this note is to investigate such properties in the graduate case.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 some preliminary notions and prop-
erties on graded rings are introduced. Let R be a graded ring and I be an arbitrary
ideal of R. I is the graded ideal generated by all homogeneous elements of I and it
is the largest graded ideal contained in I . In particular, for each prime ideal }  R,
the graded ideal } is a prime ideal too. In [2] there are theorems that link theor-
etic properties of } and } by localizations of finitely generated graded R-modules,
that is dimE} D dimE}C 1 and depthE} D depthE}C 1, for all not graded
prime ideal } of R. Now, we generalize the classic definitions for graded ideals. We
define grade of I the common length of the maximal homogeneous R-sequences
in I. Then I is a complete intersection if it can be generated by a number of
homogeneous elements equal to its grade. In Section 2 we consider homogeneous
linear forms ai DPmjD1aj iYj , 1  i  n, of RŒY1; : : : ;Ym with aj i homogeneous
elements of R. We state a necessary and sufficient condition, in terms of grades of
the determinantal ideals of the matrixAD .aj i /, such that .a1; : : : ;an/ is a complete
intersection of grade n in RŒY1; : : : ;Ym.
1. PRELIMINARY AND NOTATIONS
Let R be a commutative noetherian graded ring. In [2] there are some definitions
related to the graded ideals of R and some properties on the dimension and the depth
of some localizations of finitely generated graded R-modules.
Definition 1. Let I R be an ideal (not necessarily graded). I is the graded ideal
of R generated by all the homogeneous elements of I (the homogeneous elements of
I of degree j are f 2 Ij D I \Rj ).
The ideal I is the largest graded ideal contained in I . If I is homogeneous, then
I D I.
Remark 1. Let } R be a prime ideal, then } is a prime ideal too ([2], 1.5.6).
Example 1. Let I D .X21  2;X1X2 2/RDKŒX1;X2. We have:
I0 D I \R0 D .0/
I1 D I \R1 D .0/
I2 D I \R2 D hX21  X1X2i;
in fact f DX21  2  .X1X2 2/DX21  X1X2 2 I2. In general, for i > 2:
Ii D I \Ri D hg.X21  X1X2/i;
with deg.g/D i  2. It follows that I D .X21  X1X2/ I .
We recall the following well-known property ([2]).
Proposition 1. LetR be a commutative noetherian graded domain and I D .f /
R be a principal ideal. I D .0/” f is not a homogeneous element.
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The previous proposition is not true if R is not a domain as the following example
shows.
Example 2. Let R D8 ŒX be the graded ring with standard graduation and I be
the ideal of R generated by the not homogeneous element f DX  4. In I there are
homogeneous elements, hence I¤ .0/. In fact, let aD 2X 2R1 be a homogeneous
element of R, we have af D 2X2 2 I that is a homogeneous element of degree two.
Hence 2X2 2 I.
Remark 2. Let R be a graded ring that is not a domain and } D .f / be a prime
ideal of R generated by a not homogeneous element. Since } is a prime ideal, it
follows that } ¤ .0/ because .0/ is not prime if R is not a domain. Hence in this
case the condition(/ of the Proposition 1 is not true.
In [2] the following definitions related to the graded ideals of R are given.
Definition 2. Let R be a graded ring. A graded ideal m of R is called maximal
if every graded ideal that properly contains m equals R.
Definition 3. A graded ring R is a local ring if it has a unique maximal ideal.
Example 3. Let R be a graded ring and } be a prime ideal of R. Let S be the set
of the homogeneous elements of R that don’t lie in }. S is a multiplicatively closed
set. Denote R.}/ the homogeneous localization of R. R.}/ is a graded ring and
the graduation is defined setting .R.}//i D fxa 2R.}/jdeg.xa /D ig, where deg.xa /D
deg.x/  deg.a/, with x and a homogeneous elements. Then R.}/ is a local ring
with maximal ideal }R.}/.
Now we introduce the following definitions.
Definition 4. Let R be a graded ring. A sequence x1; : : : ;xn of homogeneous
elements of R is called regular sequence on R (or a homogeneous R-sequence) if
the following conditions are satisfied:
1) .x1; : : : ;xn/ is a proper homogeneous ideal;
2) xiC1 is a regular homogeneous element in R=.x1; : : : ;xi /, for i D 0; : : : ;n 1.
Definition 5. Let R be a graded ring and E be a finitely generated graded R-
module. A sequence x D fx1; : : : ;xng of homogeneous elements of R is called E-regular sequence (or a homogeneous E-sequence) if the following conditions are
satisfied:
1) xE ¤E;
2) xi is a nonzero-divisor in E=.x1; : : : ;xi 1/E, for i D 1; : : : ;n.
Definition 6. Let R be a graded ring, E be a finitely generated graded R-module
and I be an ideal ofR such that IE ¤E. The common length of the maximal homo-
geneous E-sequences in I is called the grade of I on E, denoted by grade.I;E/.
A special situation occurs for local rings:
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Definition 7. Let .R;m/ be a graded noetherian ring and E be a finitely generated
graded R-module. The grade of m on E is called the depth of E, denoted by
depth.E/.
Let I be an ideal of a graded ringR. It is customary to set: grade.I / = grade.R=I /
= grade.I;R/. More precisely we give the following:
Definition 8. The grade of I is the common length of the maximal homogeneous
R-sequences in I, denoted grade.I /.
Definition 9. I is a complete intersection if it can generated by a number of
homogeneous elements equal to its grade.
2. COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS
Let R be a graded ring.
Definition 10. Let AD .aj i / be a mn matrix whose entries are homogeneous
elements of R, for i D 1; : : : ;n, j D 1; : : : ;m. A is called a graded matrix on R.
Definition 11. Let A D .aj i / be a graded m n matrix on R for i D 1; : : : ;n,
j D 1; : : : ;m. The ideal of R generated by the t  t minors of A, 1  t min.m;n/
is called t -determinantal ideal, denoted It .A/.
By definition I0.A/DR and It .A/D 0 for t > min.m;n/.
Remark 3.
1) If the entries of the matrix A are homogenous elements of the same degree, It .A/
is a graded ideal.
2) If the elements of every column (row) are homogenous of the same degree, then
the ideal It .A/ is graded.
Remark 4. If the matrix A is associated to a graded homomorphism ' of free
graded modules, then It .'/ denotes the ideal It .A/.
Theorem 1. The homogeneous linear forms of RŒY1; : : : ;Ym
ai D
mX
jD1
aj iYj ; 1 i  n;
generate a complete intersection of grade n if and only if the determinantal ideals
of AD .aj i / satisfy the conditions
grade.Ik.A// n kC1; 1 k  n;
where A is a graded matrix whose entries are homogeneous elements of R of the
same degree di for each column.
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Proof. Set S DRŒY1; : : : ;Ym. Let ai DPmjD1aj iYj 2 S .
Being .a1; : : : ;an/  .Y1; : : : ;Ym/ and grade.Y1; : : : ;Ym/ D m, then we suppose
nm.
)/ Let .a1; : : : ;an/ be a complete intersection of grade n in RŒY1; : : : ;Ym with
ai homogeneous linear forms in the variables Yj and bidegree .gi ;1/. We consider
the Koszul complex on a1; : : : ;an that is a graded complex. By [1] (Proposition 1)
the assert follows.
(/ We use induction on n and we prove that a1; : : : ;an generate a complete inter-
section in S of grade n.
nD 1: we prove that a1 is a nonzero-divisor if and only if grade.a11;a21; : : : ;am1/
1. If grade.a11;a21; : : : ;am1/  1, then some homogenous element aj1 is nonzero-
divisor. It follows that aj1Yj is a nonzero-divisor. Choose an element f 2 S with
f ¤ 0, one has
fa1 D f .a11Y1Ca21Y2C Cam1Ym/¤ 0
because at least faj1Yj ¤ 0. Then a1 is a nonzero-divisor. Conversely, suppose a1
nonzero-divisor. For all nonzero element f 2 S , one has fa1 ¤ 0. It follows
fa1 D f .a11Y1Ca21Y2C Cam1Ym/¤ 0
hence faj1Yj ¤ 0 for all f and for any j D 1; : : : ;m. Being Yj nonzero-divisor one
has that each aj1 is nonzero-divisor and grade.a11;a21; : : : ;am1/ 1.
Suppose by induction that the assert is true for n 1 homogeneous elements. Let} be
a graded prime ideal of S associated to a maximal homogeneous S -regular sequence
in .a1; : : : ;an/ and containing ai ’s. Hence:
grade.}/D grade.}S}/D grade.a1; : : : ;an/S} :
It is sufficient to prove that grade.}/ can not be smaller than n. In fact from
grade.}/  n it follows that grade.}/ D n. Assume that grade.}/ < n. By
hypothesis for per k D 1 one has grade.I1.A// n, then some aj i D a is not in }.
Consider the ringR.a/, that is the homogeneous localization ofR in the set of powers
of a, with a … }. R.a/ is a local ring, whose graduation is given by .R.a//i D fxy 2
R.a/jdeg.xy /D ig, where deg.xy /D deg.x/ deg.y/ with x and y homogeneous ele-
ments of R (Example 3). Consider the graded ideal J D .a1; : : : ;an/.a/ of R.a/ and
set a system of generators consisting of homogenous linear forms with coefficient
in R.a/. By elementary transformations over R.a/ of the matrix A, which involve
a linear change of the indeterminates Y1; : : : ;Ym to T1; : : : ;Tm, we can assume that
J is generated by T1 and b2; : : : ;bm, with bi DPmjD2 bj iTj 2 R.a/ŒT2; : : : ;Tm and
bj i 2 R.a/. We obtain a graded matrix B D .bj i / whose entries are homogenous
elements of the same degree in each column. Hence
Ik.A/.a/ D Ik 1.B/;
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with Ik.A/.a/ graded ideal of R.a/ obtained by a homogeneous localization of the
graded ideal Ik.A/. Then:
grade.Ik 1.B//D grade.Ik.A/.a// grade.Ik.A// n kC1;
hence grade.Ik 1.B// .n 1/  .k 1/C1.
By induction hypothesis one concludes that b2; : : : ;bm generate a complete intersec-
tion of grade n 1 inR.a/ŒT2; : : : ;Tm. It is enough to prove that T1;b2; : : : ;bm gen-
erate a complete intersection of grade n in R.a/ŒT2; : : : ;Tm. Being T1 a nonzero-
divisor in R.a/ŒT2; : : : ;Tm, it follows that T1;b2; : : : ;bm generate a complete inter-
section. It follows grade.a1; : : : ;an/.a/ D n, hence
grade.a1; : : : ;an/S}  n:
Being
grade.}/D grade.a1; : : : ;an/S}
one has grade.}/ n, that is a contradiction. 
Now, let R DKŒX1; : : : ;Xq be the polynomial ring over a field K with standard
graduation. Let E D Rf1C   CRfm be a finitely generated graded R-module,
dj D deg.fj / for j D 1; : : : ;m, and SymR.E/ DLt0Symt.E/ be its symmetric
algebra.
If E has free graded presentation:
nM
iD1
R. ci / '!
mM
jD1
R. dj /  !E! 0;
with ' D .aj i / graded matrix on R, then the kernel J of the surjective homomorph-
ism Sym. / induced by  
Sym. / WRŒY1; : : : ;Ym! SymR.E/! 0
is generated by linear forms in the variables Yj
ai D
mX
jD1
aj iYj ;
for i D 1; : : : ;n and such thatPmjD1aj ifj D 0, 1 i  n.
Hence the symmetric algebra SymR.E/ has a presentation RŒY1; : : : ;Ym=J . The
ring RŒY1; : : : ;Ym D KŒX1; : : : ;XqIY1; : : : ;Ym is bigraded by bideg.Xi / D .1;0/
for i D 1; : : : ;q and bideg.Yj /D .0;dj / for j D 1; : : : ;m.
Remark 5. If E is a free graded R-module of rank m, then its symmetric algebra
is
SymR.E/ŠRŒY1; : : : ;Ym;
with E DLj Rm. dj /.
By Theorem 1 it follows the following result for SymR.E/.
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Corollary 1. Let E DRf1C CRfm be a finitely generated graded module on
RDKŒX1; : : : ;Xq, with dj D deg.fj / for j D 1; : : : ;m. Let
F1
'! F0  !E! 0;
be a free graded presentation ofE with F0 and F1 free graded modules of rank n and
m, respectively, and ' D .aj i / be a graded matrix whose columns have homogenous
elements of R of the same degree. The kernel of the canonical epimorphism
Sym. / WRŒY1; : : : ;Ym! SymR.E/! 0
is a complete intersection of grade n in RŒY1; : : : ;Ym if and only if
grade.Ik.'// n kC1; 1 k  n:
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